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SUZUKI ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

NEWSLETTER
MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR:
I hope that everyone has had a rejuvenating summer. I know that when
you read this the year will already be well underway, but I am writing
this in the dog days of summer from my mother’s cottage. Of course I
am sad to see the summer end, but I do look forward to what the new academic year will bring.
This is my last message to you as Chair. It has been a real honour to chair our association for the last three years. I know that I leave
you in good hands though, as our current board is a fabulous group of
people who bring their passion for the Suzuki philosophy with them to
the work that they do for you the members. I am also sure that Nena LaMarre will do a wonderful job as Chair for the next three years. Also as
Chair, I have been privileged to work with and get to know Marjorie Ogden better; she is really the backbone of our organization.
This year’s Conference in Belleville looks like it will be inspiring. I highly recommend participating in the Suzuki Principals in Action
course that will precede the Conference. Dave Madsen will be both the
facilitator for the SPA course and the keynote speaker at the Conference.
Look for more information on the Conference in this newsletter. I look
forward to meeting with everyone again at this event.
I trust that everyone has renewed his or her SAO membership by
now. We have had a number of new members join this year; we will be
welcoming them more officially in the next newsletter, once all the registrations are received. Please talk to your friends and colleagues, who
may not yet be members, about the SAO community and encourage them
to join. Our community is only as vibrant and meaningful as we make it.
I hope that everyone has a productive and fulfilling term. See
you in November.
Susan Gagnon

“The Mission of the Suzuki Association of Ontario is to promote
and support the Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing
excellence in education”
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Professional Development
Teacher Training Courses

Suzuki String School of Guelph
Every Child Can! Course:
Sunday, September 29: 10 am to 5 pm
Trainer: Paule Barsalou
Contact: Carmen Evans: sssg@artset.net

Royal Conservatory of Music
Cello Unit 3: October 20th, 27th, Nov. 3rd, 17th,
and Dec. 1st.
Cello Unit 4: January 26th, Feb. 9th, 23rd, March
9th and 23rd.
Trainer: Susan Gagnon
Contact: psgagnon@mac.com

Royal Conservatory of Music
Every Child Can! Course:
Sunday October 6
Sunday January 12
Trainer Susan Gagnon
Contact: psgagnon@mac.com

North Burlington Baptist Church
Edward Kreitman Parent/Teacher Seminar
January 25, 2014
Contact: daphne_grittani@yahoo.com 905-465-0266

WILLIAM R. WARE VIOLINS
Established 1974

DEALER AND RESTORER
VIOLINS

VIOLAS

CELLOS

BOWS

Expert Repairs • Bow Re-hairs

SUZUKI OUTFITS
STUDENT INSTRUMENTS
Largest selection of high quality small and full-size instruments of German, French, English and Italian Origins
Cases and Strings

Full Service workshop
Expert Repair and Restoration of instruments and bows
We ship anywhere in Canada
14 Metamora Crescent, London, ON N6G 1R3
Tel. (519) 472-2359

Fax (519) 472-2932
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Scholarships

SAO SCHOLARSHIPS

Sound Post Scholarship to attend 2014 SAA Conference
In 2014, “The Sound Post” located in Toronto is awarding a scholarship for two SAO Members. This
scholarship will include a flight and shared room accommodation. The scholarship does not include payment
of SAA registration. As details are completed with “The Sound Post” they will be posted on our website and
in future newsletters.
SAO Scholarships – Teacher Training
Applicant must be a member of the SAO and SAA. If the applicant plans to enroll in a Course between June 1st and May 31st, or November 1st and October 31st, the applicant will provide the name of
course, cost of course, date of course and name of who offers the course. This information should be forwarded to the Executive Assistant in the form of a letter applying for the scholarship with either the May31st deadline or the October 31st deadline.
If the member is awarded a scholarship using the draw system of allotting only three at the June Full
Board Meeting or the November Full Board Meeting, then a $200 cheque will be issued to the applicant payable to the actual course treasury. This scholarship is only valid from one year after the deadline for applying.
In the event the applicant chooses not to register, the cheque would then be void and cancelled. Upon completion of the course, the applicant is requested to write a few words of appreciation (maximum 300) to be published in the next newsletter.
Travel Bursaries for Board Members
Two travel bursaries for board members, each in the amount of $150 to travel to conferences and or
full board meetings provided the traveling distance is a minimum of 400 km. The deadline to apply for said
bursaries is May 31st or October 31st of each year. Applications to Marjorie Ogden, SAO Executive Assistant, 282 Waverly St. N., Oshawa, On. L1J 5V9. This is in accordance with the SAO's strategic plan and our
efforts to be a viable organization for the entire province.
Bursaries to assist like-instrument/cross studio events are available. Three bursaries of $150 each are
available on a yearly basis to assist in the organization of like-instrument/cross studio/school workshops. Application deadline for these bursaries is November 1st of each year. Apply to Marjorie Ogden, SAO Executive Assistant, 282 Waverly St. N., Ottawa, On. L1J 5V.
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Thank You
Thank You SAO!
Taryn Chaykowski
Attending SOSI as a teacher trainee makes me feel like life really has come full circle. As a young
Suzuki violin student from Brantford Ontario, I used to attend SOSI every year with my little sister. We started countdowns in February and had our packing lists ready months in advance. I couldn’t wait to find out
which teacher I would be studying with and if I had moved up in the orchestra that year. When I was twelve
years old I took the viola for violinists class. I continued to play both violin and viola throughout my music
studies and now have a Masters degree in viola performance. The experiences I had at SOSI are some of the
highlights of my childhood and in many ways aided my decision to attend Wilfrid Laurier University for my
Bachelor of Music degree. I wanted to study in the place where so many good memories occured. Now, as a
teacher trainee at SOSI, I feel more than ever that SOSI really did shape my future.
It is my responsibility now to become a teacher who will create the kinds of experiences that were so
special to me for the next generation of Suzuki students. I feel like there is no better place to learn how to do
that than SOSI. Many of the teachers I studied with as a child are still attending SOSI and it gives me the opportunity to look at their teaching with new eyes and an even deeper appreciation. I feel very privileged to be
able to observe their classes and apply some of their ideas to my own teaching.
Thank you so much to the SAO for making this experience possible.

A Viola-Centered Summer
Pierre Gagnon
My viola-centered summer started in early July when I taught for two weeks at the Oakville Suzuki
Performing Arts Day Camp, two "Viola for Violinists" classes on top of my other teaching charges that included recorder, violin group class, fiddle, private viola and violin classes and chamber music. Then I went to
the Montreal Suzuki Institute where I taught violin master classes and chamber music. I performed with my
wife Susan a Mozart Duet for Violin and Viola arranged for viola and cello and when the faculty performed
the Respighi Airs Antiques I was the viola section (nothing new there).
A week later I attended the American Suzuki Institute in Stevens Point, Wisconsin, where I studied
Viola Unit 7 with Julia Hardie. Stevens Point has one of the largest Suzuki viola programs. It gave me the opportunity to observe and participate in advanced viola classes, opportunities that cannot be found anywhere
else. The sound of a large group of advanced violists playing in unison was quite incredible. After that I
rushed to SOSI to attend Viola Unit 4 with Joanne Martin.
I thank Elayne Ras for organizing the Violafest, a gathering of violists just before the Institute started.
Joanne Martin came from France where she resides for half the year. I also thank the SAO for the bursary
they gave me to attend the American Institute. I am now more resolved than ever to promote the viola in my
community and beyond.
8
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Area Reports
519 Area Report
Sharon Jones and Frances Farmer

And suddenly I am back in the gymnasium at Oakridge Secondary School, writing my Grade 13 Departmental examination in Latin, and all around me my classmates are whispering under their breath the countless silly
little “memory cues” Mr. Derbyshire had had us repeat to
ourselves ever since Grade 10! Repetition gives competence. Repetition gives confidence.

Frances Farmer, a dear friend and life-long educator,
whose son, Alex Read studied with me for years, wrote
the following. Alex has recently accepted a new position
as Principal Second of the Montreal Symphony. He is the
youngest member of the orchestra and has just been named
In Nurtured By Love, Dr. Suzuki speaks of what is
one of CBC Music’s “30 Hot Canadian Classical Musito be gained by repetition: “Learn one thing, then practise
cians Under 30”.
and polish it every day for perhaps three months. If you are
learning to play an instrument during this time, listen con“Develop Excellence Through Repetition” (S. Suzuki) tinuously to the best performers in the world on records.
Soon you will improve, playing more and more excellently,
Frances Farmer
until a new, higher level is born. By this time it is no longer
Are you finding it difficult to restore the routines technique only, but the possession of spirit and heart.”
of the school year this fall? The morning routine repeats
Boring? I think not.
itself daily, as does the homework routine, the practice
routine, the lesson and listening routines...all the repeated
patterns that give the days of the school year shape and
613 Area Report
structure.
Laura Nerenberg
An open letter to my colleagues and students from summer
It is tempting, especially for adults, I think, to re- Institutes past:
spond with a quick “yes”. You see twitches of impatience
Dearest colleagues and students,
when a speaker begins to repeat himself; you see eyes
glaze over as a familiar family saga is retold for the umpThe summer of 2013 was my eleventh year teachteenth time.
ing at Suzuki Institutes. I have always felt so fortunate to be
Is repetition boring?

asked to teach at an institute. And, secretly, though I know
institute directors have hired me to do the teaching, I have
always ended up learning far more than I expected, and perhaps, more than they suspected. Here are some lessons I
learned from you over the past several summers teaching at
This pleasure does not end with early childhood.
As a teenager in one of my classes remarked, “Why would summer institutes.
you buy a CD if you didn’t want to keep hearing it? It’s
Colleagues, you have taught and inspired me. You...
more fun if you get to know it, and you can repeat the
Helped me stick to my convictions, both musical and
pleasure whenever you want.”
pedagogical
Repetition in the form of “rote learning” has acquired a
Opened my mind to new ways of thinking and acting
bad name in education. I sometimes wonder why. After
and to new pedagogical and musical ideas
all, isn’t that how you learned the way home from school?
Isn’t that how you learned your “times table”, endlessly
Forced me to think outside the box (or to explore that
chanting the patterns in unison until you had internalized
box a little more diligently)
them? Once a student told me that when she was younger,
Listened to me and offered sincere, down-to-earth adshe had had trouble spelling the word “because” until her
vice and feedback
teacher taught her to say to herself “Boys Eat Candy And
Played music with me
Use Soft Erasers” every time she had to write it. “I still do
that,” she said.
Discussed pedagogy with one another and me
On the other hand, consider your toddler. He
wants to hear the same bedtime story told in exactly the
same way every night for weeks. For him, repetition leads
to the pleasure of familiarity.

9
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Area Reports
613 Area Report (Continued)
Offered respect, support and compassion to
those around you
Behaved in the true Suzuki spirit in and out
of the lesson studio
Allowed me to observe your inspired teaching

613 Report from the Ottawa Suzuki Strings School
Laura Nerenburg
Stellae Boreales, the Ottawa Suzuki Strings School
violin performance group, will be participating with the
National Arts Centre's education program while the National Arts Centre Orchestra is on tour in China this October. Stellae Boreales will play in a friendship broadband
video concert between Ottawa and Beijing.

Students, you have also taught and inspired me.
You...
Challenged me to rethink Plan A, or just
move on to Plan B
Invited me to be my most openhearted self
Allowed me to drop all pretence, and just be
with you, in the moment
Scaled new heights by meeting and often surpassing the challenges that lie before you
Showed dignity and compassion for one another
Shared with me your hopes and aspirations
Strove for excellence
Let down your guard so your creativity could
flourish
Were open to new ideas and new ways of
thinking about music, the arts, tone, selfdiscipline, humanity and the world
I am about to begin my seventeenth year
as a Suzuki teacher and I feel, thanks to my colleagues and my students, a new impetus to my
teaching, a sense of being invigorated and renewed.
Thank you, dear colleagues and dear students, for
the gift of spark.
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Area Reports
905 West Area Report
Daphne Grittani
Another music season is upon us! I hope
everyone had an enjoyable summer. I sadly missed
attending any summer institutes, however, I had a
different adventure as I completed my first ironman
triathlon in Mont Tremblant Quebec. For those of
you who don’t know what an ironman is, it involves swimming 3.8 km, biking 180 km and running a 42 km marathon and yes, all in one day!

In addition to his teaching at WSSTE, he frequently teaches master classes at many different Suzuki
Institutes in the Americas and abroad. In 2008, Mr.
Kreitman was honored with the Suzuki Chair Award at
the American Suzuki Institute in Stevens Point, Wisconsin. Check out the flyer for details or you can contact me
at daphne_grittani@yahoo.com There is an early bird
special price that expires December 15th and space is
limited for this event so don't miss out!

SECE Report
There was a great deal of training involved
Sharon Jones
but it reinforced my belief that you can do anything
if you work hard and you set your mind to it. To
“Success Breeds Success”
quote Shinichi Suzuki “Every Child Can”, or in my
case “Every Adult Can”. My students are going to
I am often asked what makes Suzuki Early Childhear a lot of “If I can spend 14 hours doing an iron- hood Education classes unique. I always respond by sayman then you can spend a few minutes doing 14 ing that we really think of the classes as a three- year
repetitions!”…Or something to that effect.
parent education program!
Now to get back to musical news, I would
Another thing that is unique in our program is the
like to remind everyone of Burlington Suzuki’s use of repetition, which leads to thorough mastery. The
parent and teacher seminar coming up on Saturday SECE curriculum is divided in two and is therefore reJanuary 25, 2014. I have conveniently included a peated every other week in class. The songs and rhymes
full-page flyer in the SAO newsletter so that you are repeated within the class as several children are ofcan advertise the event in your studios and spread fered turns to play instruments, such as the xylophone,
the word.
woodblock, or drum. The parents are asked to play the
For those of you who don’t know Ed, he is recording for their children daily, providing more repetian American violin teacher and is widely respected tion. With this repetition, we see wonderful examples of
as one of the preeminent Suzuki teachers and Dr. Suzuki’s concept, Success Breeds Success. A good
teacher trainers in the country. He is director of the example from the SECE classes is the drum march. A
Western Springs School of Talent Education and very young baby will be invited to the middle of the cirNaperville Suzuki School in Illinois and is the au- cle to play the lollipop drum. The teacher will gently
thor of Teaching from the Balance Point: A guide place the mallet in the baby’s hand and quietly play the
for Suzuki Teachers, Parents, and Students and drum with him. With the teacher’s help, the baby’s turn
Teaching with an Open Heart: A guide to Develop- on the drum was successful. Next week, the baby, reing Conscious Musicianship for Suzuki Parents, membering the positive experience of last week, is eager
Teachers, and Students. He studied with Roland to have another turn. Over the weeks, the baby discovers
and Almita Vamos and Doris Preucil, who were the feel of the mallet in his hand, examines the look of
pioneers of the Suzuki method in the United States. the lollipop drum, looks to his parent and to the teacher
for approval and encouragement, and watches as the rest
of the class march around the circle.
11
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Area Reports
SECE Report (Continued)

This year nine teachers came from all over the
US and Canada to attend flute training courses (books
1, 2, 7 and 14), and sixteen kids came, from as far
away as Taiwan, for master classes and enrichment
activities. The final concert at the institute was really
superior. There were two levels of jazz enrichment
classes with Jonathan Royce-Gerry. The younger
group had the opportunity to try the high-hat and bass
drum (“su-per cool, su-per cool”) and explore improvisation; in the concert it was awesome to see young
Aanya from Hamilton demonstrate on the rhythm kit
before all of the kids showed their stuff on their
flutes.

Before long, the baby, anticipating his turn
with enthusiasm, plays the drum with beautiful tone
for the very first time without the help of the teacher.
This would not have been possible without the many
successful turns in earlier weeks. The same baby,
months later, begins to demonstrate forte and piano or
fast and slow during his turn on the drum. Fast forward to the age of two or three and the same child,
now a toddler is playing the first Suzuki variation on
the drum in an effort to have the class turn in the circle and go the other direction. What an exciting acThe advanced flute student group had four
complishment for this child and his parent and what
participants,
three of whom were in book 7 or
an important reminder for us, that indeed, Success
above. Their performance of “It’s Only a Paper
Breeds Success!
Moon”, complete with vocal solo, backing track, and
the all-flute horn section, was really stunning. I can’t
wait to check out a video on the Great Lakes Suzuki
SAO Flute Report
Flute and Recorder Institute Facebook page. (Do join
Kelly Williamson
to keep abreast of plans and projects, and see pictures
from this year’s institute).
I am very proud to report that our own local
The Baroque ensemble for the advanced stuinstitute (Great Lakes Suzuki Flute and Recorder Institute), celebrated twenty years this summer. Hard to dents was equally polished. Courtney Westcott came
believe, but I have been attending the institute since from Seattle to offer the popular “Baroque Style for
1996, when classes took place in the basement of a the Suzuki Flute Teacher” course for a second
local church. I remember driving in the seven hours time. Her coaching of the A major Boismortier confrom Montreal so many summers, for new ideas and certo for five flutes was nuanced and stylish. I was
inspiration. We are very lucky that David has contin- really impressed with what she got the kids to
ued to offer training and classes for kids at the insti- do. Other highlights of the week included our annual
tute for so many years. If not for him, there would be community concert at Bryan Prince bookstore in
NO institute training for Suzuki flute teachers any- Westdale, and the opera class with the inimitable
where in Canada, and the closest training centre would Elise Bedard. As always, the week was packed with
inspiration and everyone went away with plans to
be Pittsburgh.
meet again next year. Hope to see you there!
If you haven’t attended an institute for some
In the meantime, I’d like to propose a workyears, I encourage you to plan to attend in the summer
of 2014. In the book 1 class alone, we had teachers shop or get-together of area flute teachers. Are you
with from zero to over twenty years of Suzuki teach- interested in sharing ideas and making some plans? If
ing experience; the exchange of ideas and collegiality so, please contact me at kelly@amaryllis.ca. Wishing
you all a great start to the teaching year.
was really stimulating.
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SAO ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice of the Annual General Meeting and appropriate forms
will be sent to SAO Members in the middle of October.

SAO WEBSITE
Please check the SAO website to ensure your data is correct.
Any changes should be sent to Marjorie at suzukiontario@hotmail.ca
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Articles
An Open Letter to all our SAO Friends
Gail Lange, Margot Jewell, Daphne Hughes
The huge geographical area of Canada, combined with our relatively small population, raises special issues for
our teachers and students, and the large number of SAA members in Ontario places us in a position of leadership. More
than twenty years ago this challenge was accepted with enthusiasm by a small group of dedicated teachers. The result of
their deliberations was the formation of the Suzuki Association of Ontario, now the only Canadian Chapter Affiliate of
the SAA.
Much has been accomplished. The newsletter keeps us in touch with the variety of programs and activities in all
areas of the province. Suzuki teachers cheerfully rising to the challenge of hosting this annual event have made the annual SAO conference that moves from the southwest to the southeast with intermittent stops in the Toronto area possible.
Suzuki teachers look forward to these conference events because we recognize how much we gain from getting
together and how much can be learned from keynote addresses by pioneers like Bill Starr, Sandy Reuning, Bill Preucil,
and the many other leaders who have generously shared their wisdom with us over the years. Being part of the larger
Suzuki world enriches every teacher. At our conference, string teachers, pianists, flautists, guitarists and those involved
in early child education programmes share ideas and learn what goes on in each Suzuki community. But there is much
more that can be done:
How can teachers who work in isolation in small communities share in the excitement of the larger vital programmes that have flourished in heavily populated areas?
How can new teachers benefit from mentoring by experienced “oldsters”?
How can we raise funds to facilitate student exchanges?
How can we help students and their families from all areas of the province to experience the wonderful motivation
that results from attending summer Institutes?
Those early SAO folk have continued to be involved, not just in the SAO but in the larger SAA community:
Dorothy Jones, Daphne Hughes, Gail Lange, Ellen Berry and Margot Jewell have all been on the SAA Board of Directors and continue to work on SAA committees. But we need YOU! We need new ideas, new blood. You have benefited
from what has been done so far. Perhaps it is time for you to become actively involved in putting into place new activities, new projects.
As former Executive members, we realize what a privilege it has been to be part of this organization and to do
our part to perpetuate the Association and the friendships that have grown throughout the years. We urge you to take
your turn by serving in the SAO. The duties are not onerous. Area Reps attend the two meetings of the SAO Board each
year. Although they do not attend the Board meetings, Instrument Reps keep in touch with like-instrument colleagues.
You are most welcome to propose yourself for these or other Executive positions. Please call Nena LaMarre at
705-737-9342 or speak to Margot or Gail: we would be happy to nominate you.

We look forward to hearing from you.
We hope you will decide that it's your turn to contribute.
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Rest Position: An Essential Skill
Zachary Ebin
Over the summer I found myself particularly challenged by one of my group classes. The class consisted of students varying in both age and playing level. Student variability, combined with the aggravation of
inconsistent attendance, topped with the effect of summer afternoon sugar highs, made, for lack of a better
description, total chaos. Bow hold exercises became light sabre duals, violin holds turned into a cacophony of
violins being catapulted across the room. Students were running wild, and I was at a total loss for what to do
and how to accomplish anything with this class.
After much thought, I decided my best chance at getting anything accomplished was to pick one basic
skill and find exciting ways to engage the students with it. I wanted to pick something that was so basic I
would almost be guaranteed to succeed. I had an epiphany; rest position. Something so basic to playing the
violin, yet something so many students struggle with.
With my idea on hand, I now needed to find a fun way to engage the students and keep them in control
for the entire class. So I brought a small rubber duck to class and put it on a table sitting next to a chalkboard.
I told my class that every time they saw me go to rest position, they needed to make sure they were in rest position. If I saw that the entire class went to rest position right away, they received a point on the chalkboard.
However, I warned them that if not everyone were in rest position, the rubber duck would get the point instead. At the end of class, whoever had the most points, the group or the duck, would be the winner.
A few times early on the students came close to losing, but never did. However, it took six classes before the students were able to get ALL the points, a success celebrated with much cheering from me, the parents and the students themselves! At the start of this project, my only goal was to work on rest position. However, as the students became better at going to rest position, I started to see other changes as well. As a result
of students having to stand in a particular way while receiving directions, they were significantly more attentive and receptive to my instructions than previously.
Having to stay in rest position also significantly improved the students ability to work on other aspects
of violin playing, like their bow holds. Most impressive was the group’s frame of mind. With one major accomplishment under their belts, the students were determined to achieve more. Instead of wanting to fool
around, there was an acute desire to learn and accomplish more. Over the weeks, the class steadily shifted
from chaos to order. The mood transformed from restless to focused. The students went from wanting to goof
off, to really wanting to learn and achieve.
Because rest position is perceived as a basic and easy skill, we often forget just how important it is.
Proper rest position allows students to achieve an enhanced awareness of their body and how they are standing. Without rest position, first students’ feet wander, followed quickly by their attention. Though taught in
the early days of instruction, we must remember to treat rest position like other skills, and review, review, review. In doing so, you will find students are able to accomplish far more, particularly in a chaotic group class
setting!
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Another Approach to Competitive Solo Festivals
Wendy Seravalle-Smith
I have generally encouraged students to participate in music festivals in order to have a goal to work
towards, to gain experience presenting themselves in public and, in addition, receiving comments from another teacher is useful in development of technical, musical and performance skills. The challenging part of the
experience is when it comes to the evaluation. It is a matter of interpretation and any adjudicator can vary according to his or her personal preferences and opinions.
As an adjudicator myself, sometimes it is not easy to make that final decision of placement and mark
assignment and it is impossible to make everyone happy. This is a part of being exposed to real life situations.
For students using a festival competition to prepare for a Royal Conservatory examination, it is also true that
festival marks tend to be higher than in an exam situation.
An alternative to “marked” performances in some festivals is to participate in the non-competitive
classes; however, the comments have sometimes ended up being less detailed and less on the constructive criticism side. This could have been just an adjudicator’s style.
When I have organized my own “in-house” solo Suzuki festival, I have always told the adjudicators
that it was non-competitive, meaning comments only, without any kind of evaluation. In discussions with
some students, I have been told that the biggest reason why they participate in competitive classes is to get
some kind of an evaluation to prepare for exams.
What I then did was to organize a festival where students receive comments as well as having a mark
range assigned (70-75, 75-80, 80-85, 85-90, etc.). The adjudicator being an experienced examiner, these ranges would line up with the RCM exam system. To me this would satisfy the desire for comments as well as a
more definite placement within the wider perspective of RCM standards, without the negative aspects of competition. It also reflects the truth that there could be a variation of this amount in actual assigning of marks
from examiner to examiner.
The results have been very positive to this new style of “competition”. The students end up with a
clear idea of where they are in their exam preparation with definite comments geared to what they need to do
technically, and musically to get to a higher mark range. They are “competing” against themselves and also
see in their fellow performers why their performance receives a higher or lower mark range. It helps in solidifying ability to self-evaluate as well.
What may be missing in all of this “in-house” setting is the richness that hearing other teachers’ students brings. I would be very interested in organizing a Suzuki community solo festival that would bring together students of several teachers who are preparing for Royal Conservatory exams in a friendly yet helpful
atmosphere with this range mark evaluation.
Are you interested? Please email me at wendyss@primus.ca
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SAO INSURANCE PLAN
The SAO offers an insurance plan to its' members.
See page 28 for a complete listing of available coverage
For pricing or more information, contact
Mike Hamilton 613-226-6743 ext. 298
or
mhamilton@capcorp.ca
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Meditations on Tone
Elizabeth Sherk
Three families in my studio accompanied me to the International Piano Basics Research Workshop in
Rochester, NY at the beginning of August. Three families also accompanied me to the 30th Annual Southwestern
Ontario Suzuki Institute at Wilfred Laurier University in Waterloo in the middle of August.
In the context of these two shared experiences I asked everyone who attended to consider what beautiful
tone is. For each reflection on tone sent to me by my students I have added my own commentary, in italics. I hope
these thoughts serve to sensitize our ears to all the music we will learn, practice and play this coming year.
Agalya: "Standing at the camp site, I enjoyed swaying to the waltz of Minuet 2, especially the waterfall
section (bars 25-28)". Familiar tones comfort us and help us relax.
Sanjana 10: "At the International Friendship Concert in Rochester, the girl who played after me played Gavotte in G Minor by Bach from Book 4. I really liked the way she played the first two lines especially, and I can’t
wait to learn it." Hearing the beautiful tone that others make motivates us in our own personal journey towards
achievement.
Kavin 8: "I really like the rolling chords in Romance and I practice it slowly with repetitions and only the
left hand." Slow repetitions of each tone in what eventually will be performed as a very rapid glissando ensures
that the rolled chord will sound beautiful and clear, not overlapped or noisy.
Gabriela 9 and Lei: “No matter what level you play, good tone always goes back to mastering the basic
Twinkle techniques which start with good posture, relaxed arms, tall thumb and digging into the keys.” Embedded
right at the beginning of The Suzuki Piano School is the piece to which we may all return again and again in
search of the tone quality that will bring our pieces to life. The master teachers from Japan, Ogiwara and Kawamura never tire of helping their students find that tone in the Twinkles and once found, telling them, “Use that tone
in your piece.”
Evan 8: Move my fingers. Poking, pushing, pressing, or punching will not create beautiful tone. (Gail
Lange’s Master Class at SOSI) Also beautiful tone will not be produced by stiff or slouching bodies or unsupported feet. (Tanya Bernard’s demonstration of the application of Alexander Technique to the posture of performing
artists at SOSI and also observed in the down-up practice of the Japanese teachers.) The care that teachers must
take in ensuring that their students are playing from a ready position of poise, balance, and alignment is demonstrated tirelessly and consistently by Senseis Ogiwara and Kawamura and by the students that accompanied them
from Japan.
Rachel, 14: "Tone is what makes melody musical. You may have all the right notes, but without TONE it
will not sound musical." Playing the piano might just sound noisy, or percussive, or weak, as I fear it so often
does if we do not listen well or use our bodies properly.
Sarah, 12 "Tone is something we musicians search for our whole lives." Sitting in Teri Paradero’s beautiful piano studio in Honeyoye Falls with twelve other devoted teachers for four or five hours daily for five days
watching and listening as the two senseis helped each player find a brilliant tone quality to add to a small spot in
their lesson piece was an experience of searching. There were 38 children ranging in age from 3 to 16 in addition
to the twelve teachers who also took their lessons. They represented the countries of the USA, Japan, Canada and
Puerto Rico. The willingness, the interest and the patience to search in this way arise from love.
Hannah, 10: "Tone is difficult to describe in words because it involves listening and feeling, not talking."
Piano tone production is a musical art, not a spoken or a written art. It is also a physical art, requiring poise, balance, nimbleness, strength, energy, and heart. “Let there be life in sound, let there be heart in sound.” “Every
tone has a living soul.”
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Viola Tone
Pierre Gagnon

In reviewing Dr. Suzuki’s writings in preparation for a Parent Training class, I came across intriguing
articles on tone in Dr. Suzuki’s book “Where Love Is Deep”. This book, translated by Kyoto Selden, is a collection of short articles on different topics ranging from the philosophy of music education to how to teach the
violin. Among them are a series of articles on bow technique and tone that have radically changed my approach to teaching tone production on the viola.
In the article “A point of Violin Pedagogy: An Important Instruction on How to Relax the
Wrist” (p.72), Suzuki questions why some students have the bow tip pointing to the left when they place the
bow at the frog and why are they unable to keep the bow parallel to the bridge when they draw the bow. The
answer: “The problem is the wrist is stiff”. (p.72) “A stiff wrist is one of the worst defects in violin playing.” (p.72)
To correct this problem Dr. Suzuki tells his students: “Hang down your elbow with each bow, relax
your wrist before you play the next note”. (p.72) “The reason is that relaxing the arm, hanging the elbow
down in a relaxed way, and relaxing the wrist are all one thing; one cannot relax the arm alone. In short, it is
necessary to release the tension from the entire arm.” (p.72) The bow stroke therefore starts only when the
bow arm and the wrist are relaxed.
The idea of a relaxed bow arm is, for me, an important aspect of the viola bow stroke because it allows
the bow arm to remain heavy during the bow motion. I started to observe my students with the relaxed bow
arm concept in mind and sure enough students with a tense arm and wrist could not control the bow correctly.
But what causes those tensions? I realized after further scrutiny that the bow hold is part of the reason. If the
bow hold is poor or held too tightly, it increases the stiffness of the wrist that in turn increases the tension in
the bow arm.
In the article titled “On the Right Hand” (p.91) Dr. Suzuki defined bow control as follows:
“How the bow should be applied to the string;
How important it is to control the bow lightly and deftly in order to let the right arm ring the strings;
How difficult it is to play when the bow tip is wobbly;
How relaxed the fingers should be;
How relaxed the wrist should be.” (P.97)
“The right arm rings the string” is for me the key to an efficient bow stroke especially for violists as
the viola strings are thicker then on the violin, and good arm weight is important to viola tone. To transfer the
weight of the arm efficiently to the string a loose bow hold is necessary or as Dr. Suzuki defines it, how relaxed the fingers should be on the bow.
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SOSI Blog
Andrew Dong
Hello! This is Andrew, and here is my blog for first day of the past week at SOSI:
This morning I woke up late... 7:30! My first class starts at 8:30 am, so I'm late… . We started with
music enrichment, basically a percussion class. We used djembes and mallets on a xylophone and did paradiddles, double paradiddles and so on.
My private lesson: confusion. I forgot what my concert piece was. And it's TOMORROW... I just said
it's ‘Ivan is Very Busy’, and when I got to the SOSI office, it wasn't written in yet. So I just wrote it in.
In the afternoon, the duet class was normal, as usual. Owen and me started off the class with Minnesota Morning. My part, in itself, sounded great to me. And when we put our two parts together, it felt like magic! So nice! Now...
For my first optional class at SOSI in my life... CONDUCTING!!!!! We learned how to conduct different types of moods, beats, and parts. When someone starts the melody, you point and look at them and let
them know that they need to come in soon.
It was an average day there and a GREAT start to the week! Tomorrow will be WAYYYYY busier!
Andrew Dong is a 10-year-old piano student of Gail Lange.
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My Vintage Students
Julian Fisher
They really are “Almost Never Too Young, and Never Too Old to Twinkle!” What a great
book, by Kay Collier Sloane. I have to keep buying replacement copies of this gem. We have three
libraries at least. Our music library, our recordings, and our literature on how we play and think about
our instruments. I find myself re-reading these books, wondering what I will find this time through! I
resolve to have a rotation of review, just like what we ask of our students.
This has been a summer of wonders for a few of my adult students. The saying that youth
should definitely not be wasted on the young applies to these heroic older (but not old) learners.
One student, Martha, plays the viola. This past winter, she competed in the Viola Concerto
Class in the Toronto Kiwanis Festival. She was rewarded with a mark of 90 for her efforts. I almost
forgot to tell you something. She turned 80, this past June! I invited her to continue her lessons this
summer, and along with her twin sister, we made a project of learning and polishing the Brandenburg
Concerto No. 6, in its entirety! Martha’s first language is Chinese, so even after many years of study,
our communication in English is a simple and straightforward as possible. Instead, we use a common
language called “music.”
I enjoy working with older, as well as younger students. They have more time, and as seniors
don’t have parents pushing them.
Another student, also of riper years, Carol also plays the viola. She was in the first National
Youth Orchestra. Then she took a break. Fifty years! Although you can get rusty if you don’t keep
practicing, this is an extreme example of the fact that it can all come back. I dare say that she is playing better than she ever did, when she was a callow youth. Along with a run of summer lessons, she
kept herself very busy playing chamber music with CAMMAC, and then later in August, at an orchestral camp in Dartington, England.
Living and breathing music; this is the life!
The Suzuki Method is certainly an ideal way to bring music into the life of a youngster, but the
nurturing process benefits people of all ages. Older students returning to study need to have their confidence restored, and sometimes ghosts from the past need to be dealt with? In this way, music is
healing to the psyche.
As a professional, I appreciate the challenge of working with these people, and I am grateful
that they can come for lessons during the daytime, thus allowing me enough teaching hours while
having precious time with my family.
Here’s to lifelong learning, and surprising accomplishments. Never assume that anyone is too
old, or that they don’t want or need summer lessons.
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SOSI, Hmm, Where do I Start?
Danielle D’Souza
Southwestern Ontario Suzuki Institute has been a great experience for the past five years of my life.
It's always an opportunity to meet new friends and to get a better outlook on music. Sadly, this summer was
my last year at SOSI, but it was one of the best.
SOSI was a good motivator towards my daily practice. Getting input from a different teacher on my
technique helps me to be driven to achieve more. Many students your age surround you there, that may be at a
higher level than you; this pushes you to excel more. SOSI is a great motivator for any student; you get to see
many talented children excelling in their genres with highly trained teachers.
SOSI isn't all work; you get to meet lots of people and make many friends. My favourite moments of
SOSI were hanging out with my new friends, going to concerts together, and also helping each other out in
piano. My favourite teacher by far has been Anya, from the Young Artist Program. Teachers like her do not
only focus on "wrong notes", but on the mood of the piece and how you have to project your feelings into the
music. What I enjoyed about Anya is that she gave me different techniques on how to play a piece by positioning your hands differently.
SOSI has helped me to become a better piano player.
Danielle is a 17-year-old piano student of Nena LaMarre
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My SOSI Experience
Kiersten Clarke
Recently I completed my Unit One Suzuki Teacher Development and Training course at SOSI. Being
entirely new to the teaching world, I was a little apprehensive coming to the Institute, concerned with how I
was going to fit in. Upon arriving, I quickly discovered I had no need to worry. I was overwhelmed with the
wealth of available instruction and the readiness of the surrounding teachers to help me. I could not believe
the amount of teaching experience I was exposed to in such a short amount of time!
Through observation sessions, recitals, group classes, master classes, my unit-training course, an SAA
meeting, and so many other aspects of the event, what I experienced was truly the building of our music community. The Suzuki method builds from a positive and encouraging environment where “every child can”:
every child can receive instruction, every child can learn, every child can succeed, and every child can have
joy.
Though there is a constant presence of structure, Suzuki method sets no limits and no preconceived
expectations for the student at the beginning stages of his/her musical journey. Instead, the approach accepts
the students for who they are and where their capabilities lie. With this perspective, the student is able to progress steadily forward.
When a student experiences Suzuki education, he benefits from the development of both musical skills
and life skills such as respect and the ability to channel one’s entire being into something. Students learn to
fine-tune their attention spans and channel their efforts toward progress. The child is allowed and encouraged
to consider concepts in new ways.
Learning environments are open and collaborative as all involved participate and work together in a
positive manner. Not only does the student learn, but the teacher and other participants within the surrounding environment glean new understanding as well. The event was a truly great way to get to know people in
the same stages of their teaching career as myself. Networking with them and getting to know their perspectives on the concepts we were learning was motivational and will undoubtedly shape me as a teacher.
I would recommend that every teacher take this course, even if they may not be interested in pursuing
the Suzuki Method to the fullest. The course helped me to better understand not only how children think and
operate, but also how their parents/guardians fit into the equation. It is emphasized that, as teachers, we must
teach not only the child, but also instill full understanding of concepts in the parents as well. This relationship
is the beginning of the development of a music community.
Kiersten Clarke has been a student of Deborah Henderson since she was 4 years old, and being a violin
teacher has been on her list of aspirations since she was about 9 or 10. Having a student like Kiersten in one's
studio is truly a fulfilling experience. She will make an excellent teacher.
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Come Join us in Celebration of our Late Colleague at the
5th Annual Deirdre Reynolds Scholarship Concert
3 pm on Sunday October 6, 2013
Lawrence Park Community Church
2180 Bayview Avenue, Toronto
Admission by donation
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Musical Prodigies: Perilous Journeys, Remarkable Lives
Book Review submitted by Elizabeth Sherk
I walked out of the Sound Post store at SOSI with a book in my hand that I felt a bit sheepish purchasing—
Claude Kenneson’s Musical Prodigies: Perilous Journeys, Remarkable Lives. (Amadeus Press, Portland, Oregon,
2002). I’m not a prodigy and I’m not teaching any prodigies as far as I know, so what pretence might I have been nurturing by being drawn to such a book?
However, I am very glad I purchased the book, and actually read it in the last two weeks. I commend it to my
SAO Community of colleagues who teach and parents who coach for the following reasons.
1.

A Parent talk was given at SOSI by Silvija Abols entitled “Essential Ingredients for a Healthy Practice Diet”.
One essential ingredient is that we know who the heavy weights of Classical Music Performance are and that we
adulate them in the same way that we adulate the “Wayne Gretzkys” of the Performing Sports World. Well, Claude
Kenneson’s book tells the stories and the music associated with these stories of many important musicians that all
Suzuki families and studios should know about—Shauna Rolston, Canadian cellist, Glenn Gould, Canadian pianist,
and numerous others from all around the world. I especially loved the stories of Pablo Casals, Daniel Barenboim
and Van Cliburn. Daniel Barenboim learned to play the piano the way in which a person learns to walk, naturally.
There was nothing in his technique learned as a very young child that he ever had to give up. When Casals was
twelve he found in second hand music store an old Grutzmacher edition of the Bach Cello Suites. “For twelve
years I studied and worked every day at them, and I was nearly twenty-five before I had the courage to play one of
them in public”. Van Cliburn: “Life in general has many terribly rough roads, but you can transcend those inevitable difficulties by where you set your ideals. There are so many people who say, “Oh, I missed my childhood.”
Well, I had an absolutely fabulous childhood…. There were other things I would like to have done besides practicing the piano, but I know my mother was right about what I should do…. I was not the kind of child who followed
blindly. I questioned things. My parents never answered a question of mine by saying “just because”. There was
nothing I ever wanted for, nothing that I ever needed, nothing I ever wished for that I didn’t have. Neither of my
parents forced music on me. It was just there, always part of the atmosphere.”

2.

In the middle of Dr. Suzuki’s famous book, Nurtured by Love there is great encouragement to us all, that everyone
can be a very high level master of any skill in which we are lovingly, and consistently coached. Claude
Kenneson’s book details that process in the lives of many, many young artists. It is an inspiration for all parents to
lift up our vision for how to engage with our own children in helping them develop a high self-esteem building
ability.

3.

Many of the stories underscore the value of support from musical peers. We have this institutionalized in the Suzuki Practice of Group Lessons. Let’s make sure our Groups are really motivating our students to excel and do
their best.

So although I am not a prodigy, and I do not teach prodigies, I am a Suzuki teacher and I am glad to have this
book which is full of excellent stories which explain the process of nurturing enthusiastic ability in young musicians-an extremely complex, yet wonderful process of maintaining robust relationships between the music, the child, their
parents, their teachers and their peers.
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Swap and Shop
The SAO has re-opened its’ ‘Swap and Shop’ column. The purpose of this column is to provide SAO
teachers with an opportunity to post wants/needs/extras. See the SAO website for previous postings.
www.suzukiontario.org If you are looking for something, or have something, send it to Marjorie at
suzukiontario@hotmail.ca.
Music Wanted:
1) 1960 edition of RCM Grade 1 piano book. Its cover was bright yellow.
2) 1962 edition of RCM Grade 8 piano repertoire book. Its cover was a medium blue colour.
3) Sea Pictures (piano duets) by Elsie Wells, Set One. It is out of print but was published by Oxford
University Press.
4) Alice in Wonderland (piano duets), by Markham Lee, containing the "Lobster Quadrille".
Please contact Ellen Berry 519-658-4205 or nightingalepianostudio@sympatico.ca

SAO MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Last day renewals will be accepted is November lst, 2013

SAO ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Last day to register at the early bird price is September 15th, 2013
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